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n order to better comprehend the crisis women face in Algeria
today, this study raises three questions: 1) how are the State and
the opposition groups addressing and defining women's
contemporary status? 2) what is the link between women's status and
violence against them? and 3) what are the tactics - both of resistance
and accommodation - that Algerian women are using to survive in
such a context?
While the choice of terminology is problematic 1 , throughout this
study the term Islamic Fundamentalists will be used to refer to
movements and people in Algeria who use the"recovery" of early
principles of the Ideal Muslim Community to develop their idea of a
future Islamic "social order", with the ultimate desire of achieving
political power, often using violent means. This study will discuss

the general characteristics of these movements and situate the surge
of political Islam in post-independence Algeria. It will be argued that
the current focus on the behavior and dress of women, as well as the
acts of violence against them, has their origin in the lack of official
commitment to women, as demonstrated in the policies and
legislation enacted since Algeria's independence under the auspices
1 Some scholars prefer the term fundamentalists (Bennoune: 1995 a), others use militants, extremists
or terrorists (Sadou: 1995), while still others choose Islamic Fundamentalists. It is worth mentioning
that other Islamic groups do not shun the term Fundamentalists, as it distinguishes them from more
reformist or semi-official Islamist trends.

of the FLN (National Liberation Front), until recently the single party
in power. Those policies and laws have contributed to fostering an
image of women as second-class citizens and to creating a climate
that tolerates gender-focused violence.
Violence against both men and women in the current Algerian
conflict is not the monopoly of the Islamists, and the state-driven
violence should not be underestimated. Numerous human rights
reports and other publications have documented how Algerian state
institutions have systematically used torture and other forms of
violence against anyone - man or woman - suspected of being linked
to the Islamist movements (Human Rights Watch World Report:
1996, Shahin: 1996).
Table 1: Indicators of Algerian Women's Status
Primary School
Enrollment %
Females
1980
1990
42%

Male
30.2%

45%

EDUCATION
Secondary School
University Enrollment %
Enrollment %
Females
Females
1980
1990
1980
'990
39%
43%
26%
ILLITERACY
Female
Female Education
Gender Gap in
Index
Literacy
54.5%
61.1%
24.3%

HEALTH INDICATORS
Population in
Millions

Life Expectancy at
Birth

25.7%
% of Population
Access to Health
Services

66%
% of Brith
Attended By
Professionals
15%

88%

Maternal
Morbidity Per
100,000 Women
140%.
% of FP Users
57.5%

Total Fertility
Rate
4.6%
% of Female 1519 Married
22.5%

ECONOMIC INDICATORS
% of Population 15 and
% of Annual Growth in
Women as % of Labor
Over Economically Active
Economic Activity
Force
Fumales
Males
Females
Males
8%
75%
6%
3.4%
4
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION / YEAR
Right to Vote
Right to Stand for
Year of 1st Women
% of Women
Elections
in Parliament
Occupying Seats
in Parliament
(1994)
1962
1962
1977
6.7
Sources: ESCWA database and Arab Women : A Profile of Diversity and
Change. Toubia, Nahid ed. Population Council, 1994 . Unless
otherwise indicated, data are taken from 1992 statistics.

The goal of this study, however, is to document how a certain form
of violence against women has been developed based not on what
women have done - in favor of or against the Islamists - but rather
based on what they represent. It investigates how violence - or the
threat thereof - has become acceptable as a legitimate instrument to
control women and force them to conform to a vision of an "Ideal
Islamic Society". This particular type of violence, unlike state
violence, is exclusively perpetuated by members of the militant
Islamist movements.

The research for this study stems from visits to Algeria, work with
Algerian women and women's organizations over a two-year period,
and research compiled from articles and journal excerpts.

Current Crisis in the Context of Religious Extremism

like any country Algeria has its specificities, it is
important to analyze its present situation in the context of the
growing worldwide manipulation of women's issues by religious
extremists. We may ask ourselves why the focus on women is a
central characteristic of Islamic Fundamentalist groups? While such
groups are not uniform, because they attract advocates from different
social classes, different socio-cultural milieus, and different age
groups', their similarities are noteworthy. These organizations are
involved in a selective process of reinterpreting, renegotiating, and at
times reinventing tradition to suit their purpose (Baffoun: 1994).
They present their struggle as one of morality, fighting against
depravity and decadence, while advocating a sure-fix
solution: implementation of their version of the Shari'a Islamic Law - as a panacea for all evils3 . Their
objectives and methods of action range from the call
for Islamization of society to the pursuit and acquisition
of political power (ibid). In Algeria, as elsewhere, these
movements also gain their legitimacy as answers to the
failure of the nationalist, modernist, and secular postindependence regime of the country.
This study focuses on the activities and perspectives
of the three main Islamic Fundamentalist groups:L<?
Front Islamique du Salut (The Islamic Salvation
Front, FIS); its armed branch, Le Mouvement
Islamique Anne (The Armed Islamic Movement, MLA);
and Le Groupe Islamique Arme (The Armed Islamic Group, GIA)4
- They also attract women who either espouse the Islamic Fundamentalists' position or who are
working to improve women's status within an Islamic framework. This study, however, limits itself
to the activities of overtly secular Algerian women,
1 It is important to note that Islamip Law is not immutable but is subject to various interpretations
according to time and context.
4 While it is not the intention of this study to focus on all reformist groups, it is important to mention
two other main Islamist groups, al-nahda. headed by Abdallah Jaballah and based in Constantine.
and liainas. led by Sheikh Nahnah with headquarters in Algiers and Blida - opting for non-violent
political and social change.
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While the platforms of these Islamist groups are not monolithic, the
objective here is to underscore their commonalities, particularly in
relation to their conception of gender and social roles. These groups
share a common quest for a transcultural, ahistorical Muslim identity
that is the basis for an immutable "Muslim society." (Helie-Lucas:
1993). Societal cohesion in this ideal Muslim society is linked to a
"natural", divinely-ordained division of roles based on the differences
between the sexes5 . A deep-seated belief is that by nature women
excite and provoke and if not protected and controlled (i.e. "veiled"),
they will lead society to fitna or chaos (Hessini: 1994). In addition,
the belief in women as repositories of the ideal "Muslim identity"
serves to legitimize men's control over women.

Construction of an Islamic Republic
"The work site is strictly forbidden to women,
intellectuals, artists, journalists, etc".

TT 7hile exact numbers are difficult to obtain, it is estimated that
VV between 30,000 and 50,000 people have been killed in
political violence since 1992 in Algeria (Human Rights Watch World
Report: 1996).

Journalists, musicians, artists, lawyers, intellectuals, and teachers
have been killed both because of their political and/or religious
As Islam spread throughout North Africa, it both influenced and was influenced by local customs
and traditions, including local emphasis on family honor.

convictions, and because of their professional status. An estimated
seven-hundred women have been killed, and many more assaulted,
raped, and physically and emotionally threatened by the GIA and the
MIA simply because they do not conform to the Islamists' vision of
ideal womanhood (Bennoune:1995a). Leading women activists in
the Islamic Fundamentalist movement have also been victimized and
taken into custody by the Algerian security forces.
While the GIA and the MIA have claimed responsibility for many of
these deaths, the role of the State and its involvement in many of
these killings has been questioned. In fact, one of the basic questions
asked by Algerians today is "Qui tue qui?"6 (Human Rights Watch
World Report; 1996). In July 1995, the opposition parties that had
supported the Rome National Charter sought to organize a meeting
on human rights in Algeria. Among a number of abuses - including
those instigated by the Islamic Fundamentalist groups - they were
going to include testimony of abuse from female Islamic
Fundamentalists and female relatives of Islamic Fundamentalists.
The government banned that meeting, raising questions over their
claim that women suffer only from Islamic Fundamentalist violence
(ibid).

and Their
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hile one could argue that many more men than women have
been killed, it is important to note that men are often being
killed because their position and/or status is perceived as supporting
the state, while women are being attacked for living a life that is
deemed un-Islamic. Men are therefore targeted because they are
considered "enemies of the Islamic Fundamentalists", while women
are being assassinated because they are deemed "enemies of Islam".
Women have been targeted because they live alone as widows, or
work as seamstresses, hairdressers, traditional healers, principals of
schools, and even physicians. Women who wear make-up, and
western clothing or buy cigarettes have also been harassed. The most
viciously attacked women have been those who live by themselves or
alone with their children (Bennoune: 1995 a).

W

'' Who is killing whom?

Members of the FIS argue that gender-based violence has been
primarily committed by other, more radical Islamic Fundamentalist
groups. The FIS, however, has contributed to legitimizing these acts
of violence, as is evident in its public declarations. In 1991,Abassi
Madani, then leader of the FIS, stated "oh women who wear the
djilbab (total covering in black), Allah will bless you, oh women who
wear the hijab (veil), God will put you in the right path, and oh
women who are naked (i.e. unveiled), the gun is for you" (ibid).
Subsequently in 1994, Ali BelHadj, the second in power in the FIS,
enacted a fatwd legalizing the killing of girls/women who did not
wear the veil (Benali: 1995).

A published opinion or decree regarding doctrine or law made-by a recognized authority.

After Katia, age 17, was gunned down during the month of Ramadan
for failing to wear a veil as she exited her high school, Algerian
women were under the false assumption that by wearing the veil they
would be protected from violence. Shortly thereafter, BelHadj
proclaimed a second fatwa, a "butin de guerre" or war booty stating
that kidnapping and temporary marriage were legal during the armed
struggle in conformity with his interpretation of the"dictates of the
Qur'an" (ibid). As a consequence, the GIA began kidnapping young
girls, not only forcing them to cook, clean, and take care of members
of their group, but also raping them and then either sending the girls
back to their families in disgrace, or killing them. One tactic of the
GIA consists of decapitating its victims based on the belief that by
doing so their victims would have no access to heaven (Bennoune:
1995 a).
Underlying the above-mentioned fatwas is a generalized attempt to
control women's lives. The desire to prescribe and direct women's
appearance and behavior has been an integral part of the PIS'
blueprint for an ideal society. Two Algerian researchers and activists
conducted a survey of the representation of women in the nowbanned newspaper of the FIS El Mounquid or The Savior (Bouatta
and Cherifati-Merabtine: 1994). Several issues of this newspaper
were devoted to questions related to the rights of women and the.
taboos imposed on them. The justification put forth in support of the
prescriptions was that they were divine in nature and hence
immutable. The underlying assumption is that men and women,
being biologically and psychologically different, have complementary
roles to fill in society. The concept of human equality in such a
construct is considered inappropriate and irrelevant.

At the outset, the various authors who wrote in El Mounquid
advanced the notion that women's issues did not deserve particular
attention. They asserted that Islam has provided women with rights
for the past fourteen centuries (since the inception of Islam), and that
questions specific to women were a "Western creation" or a
misguided desire to imitate the West. These authors affirmed that

Muslim women have been endowed with rights equal to men, such as
the rights to education - primarily religious - to respect, inheritance,
freedom of opinion, to vote, and to refuse an imposed husband (ibid).

The counterpart of these rights are the taboos imposed on women;
most groups take the position that women should not go out to work,
they cannot become political leaders, and they should not participate
in sports. They must avoid all kinds of exhibitionism or "showing
off" including wearing makeup or perfume in public, or clothes that
reveal the shape of their bodies (ibid). In addition, a mixed
environment where men and women would intermingle is considered
to promote illicit sexual relations (i.e. outside of marriage) and is
therefore prohibited. Women, therefore, must wear the veil, which
not only establishes the distinction between masculine and feminine,
but underscores the separation between public and private. Women
belong in the private space and the only legitimate way for them to
enter the public arena is to extend their protected space (i.e. by
wearing the veil). This behavioral model is considered immutable
and divine in nature; it cannot be questioned and any deviation will

only lead to moral decay. This model stigmatizes Western women
and those whom the Islamic Fundamentalists perceive as
"westernized Algerian women" as instigators of disorder and a threat
to the cohesion of society.
These perceived differences between the nature and role of men and
women and a series of regulating mechanisms to uphold these
differences are not unique to the religious opposition groups; similar
distinctions have been codified in the Algerian Family Code Qanun
al-Usrah 8 for many years. While this code regulates family relations
in the domestic sphere, the FIS would extend the inequalities to the
public sphere. Considering that the Family Code was an attempt to
reflect traditional and religious principles, it is inappropriate to cast
this battle, as the FIS does, as one between "religious" and "secular"
positions. In fact, this struggle among Muslims is in reality of a
political nature and is over political uses and interpretations of
religion for the sake of achieving political power. These issues are
complex, but a brief review of Algeria's recent past can shed some
light on the current situation.

Women's Role in the War of Independence

D

uring their occupation from 1830 to 1962, the French tried to
Europeanize Algerian culture by systematically destroying
religious schools (madrasa) and places of religious retreat (zawia),
forcing the educational system to be monolingual in French and
undermining the importance of Islam for Algerians (Lazreg: 1990).

After eight years of bloody war against the French, during which one
out of seven Algerians was killed, Algeria won independence on
July 5, 1962. Eleven thousand women participated in the war and
20% were either jailed or killed. Women played an important public
and private role in Algeria's fight for independence, hiding
moujahidine (male freedom fighters), providing medical care and
food for them, and carrying explosives under their veils. However,
11 Algerian Family Code: 1984 and 1990. This bill was enacted by the Algerian National Assembly
in June 1984, after heated debates over two legislative sessions, 1982-84.

throughout that struggle, women executed orders given by men and
their role, while unconventional, did not challenge male authority.
Interestingly, while numerous studies have been written about the
Algerian independence struggle, they have been written by men and
have mostly ignored the role of women.9

Women and Post-Independence

A

fter independence, the constitutional framework of the Algerian
state emphasized the populist, Arab, and Muslim character of
the country. At the same time, democracy and equality between men
and women were guaranteed by the constitution "provided the
principles of Islam were not infringed upon" (ibid: 1994). The
consolidation of state power by the National Liberation Front (FLN)
was thus a consolidation of traditional conceptions of the patriarchal
family and of authority of men over women (Baffoun: 1994). The
legitimacy of the FLN, while based on its anti-colonial stance,
gained strength by trying to insulate itself from the West, and by
attempting in particular to shield Algerian women from Western,
foreign influence.
Consequently, the political role of the
moujahidaat (female freedom fighters) and women in general was
usurped and replaced by a private role, characterized by one scholar
as "the guardian of the Algerian homeland formed to entrench
traditional values in opposition to foreigners' influence" (ibid).
Since independence, the government of Algeria has favored a model
based on heavy industrialization at the expense of agricultural
development.
It has supported rapid economic growth and a
socialist-oriented state development, while using the positions of
"religious conservatives" to counterbalance any progressive or leftwing penetration into the state apparatus. This formula failed to
translate into rising employment and income and culminated in
protests by discontented, marginalized and unemployed Algerians in
1988.
State formation and the political challenges it entails have
furthermore affected the position of women. One specific example is
how the State has mediated gender relations through legislation
(Charrad: 1990). The secondary status of Algerian women, as
Exceptions to this include, for example, Gordon: 1968.

encoded in law by the State, has its most flagrant manifestation in the
Qanun al-Usrah (see box 1). This personal status code was debated
from 1962 to 1981, behind closed doors and without women's
participation.
BOX 1:. Algerian Family Code (Qanun al-Usrah): 1984.
"State formation affects the position of women in society in several ways. In particular,
he state mediates gender relations through the law. Legislation is a key element in the
panoply of strategies available to the state in its attempt to foster or inhibit social
change, to maintain existing arrangements or to promote greater equality for women in
'he. family and the society at large (bold added). Charrad: 1990.
Article 8:

Polygamy

[t is permissible to have more than one spouse - within the limits of Shari'a - Islamic
Law (i.e. up to four) if the reason is justified.
Article 11:

Women as minors for life

The conclusion of a marriage - i.e. the signing of the contract - is the responsibility of
the female's male guardian, who is either her father or one of her close male relatives.
Article 37:

Obligations of the husband vis a vis his wife:

i) Assume responsibility for the upkeep (financial) of his wife within his means except if
she has abandoned the married living quarters
ii) Treat spouses equally if there is more than one
Article 39:

Obligations of the wife vis a vis her husband:

i) Obey the husband and show him great consideration as he is head of the household
ii) Breastfeed her children if she is able and raise them
iii) Respect her husband's parents and relatives
Article 48:

Divorce

Divorce is the dissolution of marriage. It is possible through the unilateral request of
the husband (i.e. repudiation), by mutual consent or by the request of the wife within the
limits allowed by law in Articles 53 and 54 (italics added)
Article 52:

Accommodation

In the case of divorce if she (the wife) is given custody rights and she does not have a
male guardian that accepts to accommodate her, she has the right, along with her
parents, to an accommodation according to the (financial resources of the husband. IJ
there is only one common household, it is excluded from this decision. However, the
divorced women, once remarried, or found guilty of an immoral fault, loses this right.
(italics added)
Article 53:

Reasons a wife can request a divorce

The wife is allowed to ask for a divorce for the following reasons:
1) For lack of payment of her living pension
2) For handicaps preventing the achievement of the goals of marriage
3) For the husband's refusal to share the wife's bed for more than four months
4) For the condemnation of the husband to an infamous sentence (imprisonment) for a
period superior to one year
5) For absence for more than a year without valid excuse or payment of the living
pension
6) For any prejudice legally recognized as such
7) For any proven highly reprehensible immoral fault
Article 54:

Separation

The wife can separate from her spouse provided that there is (financial) compensation.

In 1981, women - both the older generation of moujahidaat and the
younger generation - mobilized forces to protest against the code, and
for the first time defied the ban on demonstrating. The adoption of
the code was postponed until 1984 when again, without input from
these independent women 10, the FLN and conservatives from various
ministries and organizations enacted a particularly degrading
personal status code that designates women as minors for life. In that
code, the only legitimized role for women is at the center of the
family. A wife must obey her husband, breastfeed her children, defer
to her husband in his capacity as head of the household, and respect
his parents and relatives. Men must support their wives; they have
the unilateral right to divorce and to conditional polygamy.
Inheritance is unequal, with a larger share apportioned to males. In
the case of divorce, women automatically receive custody of minor
children until a certain age", but any communal housing is
automatically the husband's property. The divorced woman is legally
entitled to an accommodation only if her former husband's financial
situation enables him to have two dwellings. Needless to say, such
legislation imposes major hardships and disadvantages upon women.

/

n 1988, after massive unrest resulting in 159 deaths, the Algerian
authorities declared a state of emergency and martial law was
enacted. In 1989, the government was forced to amend the Algerian
constitution, liberalizing its institutions by allowing the formation of
multiple parties and NGO-type organizations, thus legitimizing
opposition parties in the process. At the same time, an August
electoral law was passed allowing men to vote by proxy for up to
three female members of their families.
After these amendments, thirty secular women's groups gained legal
status. Some had unofficially existed previously, others formed as a
result of the new legislation. The groups differ in that some focus on
replacing existing legislation with a secular civil code based on
10 L'Union National des Femmes Algeriennes. created by the FLN, agreed with the promulgation of
this code.
" For boys until ten years of age if the mother remarries and until sixteen if she remains single.
Women keep custody of female children until they are ready ID marry.

gender equality while others aim at changing discriminatory
provisions within the existing legislation (Collectif: 1995). Overall,
however, the following four major objectives prevail: 1) to amend
articles in the Algerian Family Code that are at odds with women's
equality and full participation in society; 2) to challenge "unwritten
laws" that control social relations contributing to the oppression of
Algerian women at work, in the family, on the streets, and elsewhere
in public; 3) to abolish and replace the Algerian Family Code and
other discriminatory legislation with civil laws that promote equality
between men and women; 4) and to clarify and resolve the legal
problems associated with women who belong to both a political party
and a women's organization.
For some women's groups, the issues regarding women transcend all
other concerns. Consequently, they reject the notion that women
could simultaneously hold positions of governance in a political party
and a women's organization. The diversity of Algeria's women's
movements as demonstrated by their sheer numbers, while a positive
sign of Algerian pluralism, also involves some drawbacks. Because
of their diversity of identity and purpose, these groups have, at times,
failed to form an effective, cohesive force.
At the same time that women's groups were formed, numerous They included those promoting a
political parties organized 12 .
specific political ideology, others focusing on ethnic linkages and
still others organizing on the basis of religion. Among the latter, the
FIS became the major national opposition group in Algeria. It based
its platform on "el-hal Islami" (The Islamic Solution), claiming that
democracy is incompatible with Islam, which, by its very essence,
negates the separation of "religion and state".
The FIS won the local and regional elections in 1990 13 .
Subsequently, in December of 1991, the FIS won the first round of
national legislative elections and created a special commission with
four primary objectives: 1) abolish la mixite (coeducation and mixed
groups) in schools, lunch rooms, administrative services, public
transportation and on beaches; 2) abandon bilingualism (in schools
and for official documents) in favor of Arabic solely; 3) consolidate
relationships with Arab, Islamic countries and decrease those with
the West; in particular in matters of education (scholarships assigned
for study abroad in Western countries were to be reassigned to
selected Middle Eastern countries); 4) and actively discourage
women from working outside the home (Benali: 1995). As soon as
the FIS made their intentions public, women reacted both within
Algeria and in the Arab World; they mobilized their strengths and
12 For a provocative and insightful analysis of the roles of Islamism and feminism during the
liberalization process in Algeria see Cheriat: -1992.
" Militant democrats maintain that the vote by procurement was one of the main contributing factors
to the victory of the FIS. Cheriat (1992) mentions the controversy over this type of vote between
FLN, FIS, and feminist and democratic opposition groups.

Box 2: A Women's Appeal
We women, for whom Islam is a faith, a
culture, or a memory, we now have nothing
but words. But let these words awake us.
South of the Mediterranean, women are in
danger.
Nowadays fundamentalism has made a
caricature of and has seized our heritage of a
tolerant and progressive Islam. Its harmful
action is constantly spreading.
In some countries, it has transformed what
was a collective revolt against autocracy into
state religious terror. In some others, a
pseudo-rigorism, nurtured by petrodollars
and Western arms,
has imposed a
segregation of the sexes which is as
backward as the worst racial segregations,
and is aimed at exporting its model.

collectively published a Women's Appeal voicing their concerns and
fears at the prospect of a political victory by the Islamic
Fundamentalists (see box 2).
Seeing that the FIS was likely to win the second round of legislative
elections, these were cancelled by the FLN controlled government in
January 1992. The High State Committee took control of government
affairs, the electoral process was suspended and a state of emergency
installed. Since that time, Algerians in general and women in
particular have struggled to survive in a civil war, between their
government and the increasingly militant Islamic Fundamentalist
opposition, that has permeated both their country and their daily
lives.

The struggle for emancipation of women in
Islam, which began in the 1920s in Egypt.
Turkey and the Middle East, is thus
becoming even more necessary today. This
year, 1992, in the heart of a multicultural
Maghreb, in the heart of the people whose
daughters, wives and mothers fought against
the colonizers only yesterday, there is an
immediate risk that Algerian women may
lose their most basic liberties.
We therefore call on all women and men
willing to join and support us, to take
solidarity action and to set up in every town,
every country, everywhere you have the
freedom to do so, an Action Watch
Committee for the Defence of Women's
Rights in Algeria and for the Respect of
Democratic Liberties (A Women's Appeal.
Algiers: January 15, 1992)

A

lgerian women are struggling against numerous obstacles they
face in their everyday existence, including restricted choices,
constrained roles, and threats in case of non-conformity. While it is
often maintained that violence against women began with the
cancelling of the second round of legislative elections that would
have presumably been won by the FIS, Islamic Fundamentalist
violence is not a recent phenomenon. Its roots can be traced back to
the late 1970s when Islamic Fundamentalists began campaigning
throughout Algeria against "mixed" education, harassing female
university students on campuses and terrorizing women students who
refused to wear the veil. 1
Similar attacks took place in the late
1980s, culminating in a FIS-imposed curfew on university women in
1990 (Benali: 1995). Since that time, psychological, verbal and
physical attacks on women have become systematized (Marion:
1990, Kader: 1994, Zoubir: 1994). In each of these instances, the
local police failed to intervene (Kader: 1994).
What options do Algerian women currently have in such a situation?
Whether they have opted for the veil as a way of protecting
themselves from harassment, whether they wear makeup as a
political statement, whether they are active in women's associations
l4For a revealing analysis of the evolution of fundamentalist violence and the contributing factors see
Rouadjia:1990

as a form of struggle, whether they are using the pen as their voice, or
whether they have sought asylum outside their country because their
very lives have been targeted, women are involved in what one
scholar has labeled "doing daily battle" (Mernissi: 1989). One of the
most remarkable aspects of the Algerian tragedy is the perseverance
and determination of Algerian women, even under the most adverse
circumstances. Women who have never thought of themselves as
politically militant or even involved in politics are being forced to
participate in a struggle where their everyday activities carry political
meaning. Algerian women today are struggling against violence, as
established and legitimized in the inequalities of the Family Code, as
perpetrated in public on their streets, and as committed in the privacy
of their homes.

While women are marginalized in various ways by what is taking
place in Algeria today, a group of articulate, educated women are
joining forces and speaking out against the violence and aggression
against women at all levels of society.
While the Islamic
Fundamentalists target all women for conformity, the most hated are
women activists, who have been misrepresented by labels such as
"women who want to marry four men" (Matref: 1989). For some
women, one of the most important moments in the Algerian
women's movement was the joining of forces of diverse
organizations for the National Women's Meeting in Algiers on
December 1, 1989.
The spirit of this meeting was embodied in a report including the
following convictions: "We are confronted by systematic questioning
of our elementary constitutional rights. This questioning is organized
by forces using religion for political purposes. These forces are using
violence guided by fanaticism and obscurantism which only
consolidates conservative social practices. Women are also facing
the silent conspiracy by the government responsible for the
legalization of women's oppression and for the emergence of these

obscurantist forces. At this time a platform - focusing on women's
legal, political, educational, and economic rights - was agreed upon
(Collectif:1995).
Since 1989, however, the activities of women's groups have been
hampered by the rise in gender-specific violence by the Islamic
Fundamentalist groups. Some activist leaders have been compelled
to seek asylum outside Algeria. Nonetheless several individuals and
groups are continuing to meet underground in people's homes,
writing press releases, conducting research on women's issues,
linking up with their counteiparts across North Africa, providing help
for distressed women, and developing alternatives to the current
Algerian legislation. Other women are continuing their fight to be
allowed to pursue the professional and personal goals they have set
for their lives.

"In cultural mailers, this is all that we do not allow'. The notice next to it is-an addendum. "

Some women are also involved in associations as part of their
struggle. SOS Femmes en Detresse (SOS Women in Distress) is
fighting against degrading social conditions facing women and is
helping to support women who are distressed psychologically,
medically, and legally. These include women who have been
battered, raped, and abandoned, as well as single mothers. Two of
the greatest difficulties for these women are finding employment
15 This section is meant to be but an illustrative example of the diversity of Algerian women and of
the women's movement in Algeria.

I have therefore not included all groups and individuals and

apologize to those that have been omitted.

and housing. SOS has a shelter where women can stay with their
children until they can survive independently. This organization
has also recently opened a Centre d'Ecoute (Support Center),
which provides these women with legal and psychological
assistance. L'Association Independent pour le Triomphe des Droits
des Femmes (Independent Association for the Triumph of Men's
Rights) and L'Association pour I'egalite devant la loi entre les
femmes el les hommes (Association for Women's and Men's
Equality Before the Law) have written extensively on alternatives
to the Algerian Family Code. Together with other groups, members
of the two organizations mobilized to enact legislation in the Code
that proposes to: 1) establish monogamy for men and women, 2)
provide women with the unconditional right to work, 3) institute
equal division of patrimony, 4) set the same minimum age of
marriage for men and women, 5) lay down the same conditions for
divorce for men and women, and 6) provide effective protection
for abandoned children. In a show of defiance, and at the risk of
their lives, these and other groups have made a point of publicly
celebrating International Women's Day, March 8, every year.
Another form of resistance can be found in the words and actions of
women who have lost family members at the hands of Islamic
Fundamentalists.
When two well-known Algerian men - Dr.
Asselah, Director of the Ecole des Beaux Arts (School of Fine
Arts), and Dr. Benkhenchir, a pediatrician - were assassinated,
each of their widows created a Foundation in the deceased's name.
The objective of the former foundation is to support the arts and
creative processes while the latter focuses on the health and wellbeing of children. (See box 3).
Other women have decided to conduct research toward a better
understanding of the factors that have contributed to violence in
Algeria today. Members of one such group are studying violence,
broadly defined - including political, domestic, and verbal forms against Algerian women. They hope to link their findings to
concrete programmatic and policy changes. Another group of
academics and activists continue to vocalize their perspectives on
the current crisis through a women's journal entitled Dafatir
Nissaiya (Women's Notebooks). Algerian women and men have
also contributed to a network of men and women researchers,
Femmes 2002, that has published several books on women
including three on the family codes in Algeria, Morocco, and
Tunisia . Le Comite des intellectuels maghrebins et franfais
d'origine maghrebine, created in January 1995, signed a public
appeal in the Maghrebian and French press condemning violence
and indiscriminate killing of innocent civilians, intellectuals, and
women. Together with Maghrebian artists, members of this group
contributed short stories, poems and drawings for a book, simply
IM Feiiune el la loi en Algerie, Lei Fenime el la loi an Maroc and Lti Fetntne el lu loi en Tunisie
(Casablanca: Lc Fennec, 1991)

BOX 3

"Les mots du deuil disent aussi les mots
de la vie " (the words of grief also speak
of life) Algerie: Le Fennec 1995
The Foundation Asselah is a cultural
organization that focuses on encouraging
young talents in the arts. Inspired by a
similar initiative of UNESCO, this
foundation launched a competition for
the development of an "Artistic Flag for
Tolerance" in 1995 on the anniversary of
the deaths of Dr. Asselah and his son.
The Foundation is presently working with
both professors and students of L'Ecole
des Beaux Arts.
The Foundation Benkhenchir works to
promote and protect children's rights
according to the International Convention
on Children's Rights; to encourage
scientific research promoting children's
well-being by awarding prizes to the best
research or projects supporting children's
rights; to organize communication and
information
campaigns to support
children's general rights and specifically
those linked to their education; to
promote animation activities for children
and to develop relationships with national
and international organizations with the
same objectives.

entitled Algerie, published by the Moroccan women's publishing
house Le Fennec in 1995.
In addition, several other groups in North Africa and outside the
region have organized solidarity activities with Algerian women.
For example, the Association of Tunisian Democratic Women held
several workshops to raise awareness of the situation of Algerian
women whether living in Algeria or in exile in Tunisia. "Le
Colleclif 1995 Maghreb Egalite", a group of eighteen researchers
from Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia was formed in 1992. Their
activities have ranged from solidarity activities with Algerian
women to the production of three documents 17 on women's status
as alternatives to their governments' reports at the World
Conference on Women in Beijing.

Tn the summer of 1995, two Algerian women participated in the
first Arab Tribunal on Violence Against Women, held in Beirut,
where personal testimonies were given and the guilty convicted by
a mock jury. A global tribunal was subsequently held at the
September 1995 World Conference on Women in Beijing. In
preparation - for that Conference, several Algerian women
participated in the Amman regional preparatory conference,
contributing to workshops on violence against women and on
Islamic Fundamentalism. In Beijing, these women were among the
most outspoken in articulating the impact on women of extremist
political and religious groups. Their contribution was especially
important in Beijing, since there was a significant number of vocal
participants there, supporting Islamic Fundamentalist claims, in the
name of "cultural relativism." In particular, Zazi Sadou, a member
of Le Rassemblement Algerien des Femmes Democrates (The
Algerian Assembly of Democratic Women), contacted Hillary
Clinton directly to convey the concerns of Algerian women that
^One Hundred Measures und Provisiitns; Women in the Maghreb: Change and Resistance;
Maghreb Women "With A/t Reserves" (Rabat: 1995)

An war Haddad, a spokesman for the FIS, and a known supporter
of
violence against women (Amnesty International Report: 1995),
is
permitted to live in exile in Washington, D.C. The Beijin
g
experience furthermore allowed Algerian women to link up
with
other women's groups from around the world.
While women are advocating for change in organizations
both
within and outside Algeria, individual women are also fightin
g
against repressive forces in various ways. Hassiba Boulmerka,
for
example, the Algerian Olympic track champion (1500m)
in the
1992 Olympics in Barcelona, was threatened by Islam
ic
Fundamentalists, who decreed the death sentence for her becau
se
she runs in shorts. Instead of limiting her athletic activities
she
retorted, "It is just as impossible for me to go to the mosqu
e in
shorts as it is for me to run in a hidjab" (Balta: 1995).

In France several organizations, including "Pluri-Elles-Alge
rie"
(Algeria Plural), "Reseau de Snlidarite Algerie" (Solid
arity
Network with Algeria), and "L'Association pour I'Egalite Devan
t
la Lot" (The Association for Equality Before Law), are worki
ng to
raise awareness of the situation of Algerian women and are helpin
g
women - none of whom have yet been given asylum in France
18 - to
find jobs and places to stay. The Association for Research
on
Algerian Women and Cultural Change was formed by Marni
a
Lazreg at Hunter College in New York with the objectives
of
promoting research ort Algerian women, sponsoring semin
ars to
promote U.S. understanding of Algerian women and establishing
a
network of concerned scholars. Women Living Under Musli
m
Laws (WLUML) is a network that links women from aroun
d the
world whose lives are shaped, conditioned, or governed by
laws,
both written and unwritten, drawn from interpretations of
the
"* According to the "Convention relating to ihe Status of Refugee
s", an individual can obtain the
status of refugee if he or she is at risk of persecution by the Stale.
There is no clause, however, that
allows refugee status in the case of risk of persecution by militant
political or religious groups.

"Algeria' experience has important
implications tor the current debates
But of
democracy.
about
significance also within the larger
debate are the implications for
women of a political victory by
Islamic fundamentalists" (Djerbal,
Dalila and Ait-Hamou, Louisa,
1994).

Qur'an and perpetuated by misogynous local traditions. In March
1995 they published a dossier on the situation of women in Algeria
(Dossier d'information sur la situation en Algerie: 1995).

TT 7hile these individuals and the Algerian women's groups are
VV helping to expose and clarify the situation of Algerian
women, more needs to be done. Algerian women have repeatedly
indicated how isolated they feel because their voices are not being
heard nor listened to. In the context of increasing violence against
women, it is imperative that Algerian women's voices be heard, and
that their efforts be supported by the international community. It is
also crucial to offer hope in the face of despair. Numerous ways of
showing solidarity with Algerian women exist regardless of one's
occupation, be it journalist, member of a women's or men's
organization, member of a donor agency, or representative of
governmental or international bodies.
For example, national, regional, and international women's and
men's groups could support Algerian women by organizing
conferences to raise awareness about the situation in Algeria,
inviting Algerian women to visit their countries and creating
international networks of solidarity. Journalists could provide a
greater gender focus in their analyses of the context of growing
worldwide manipulation of women's issues by religious extremists
and ruling governments. Donor agencies could allocate more
resources to the collective efforts of Algerian women's groups
while governments and international bodies could exert more
pressure on the Algerian government and the Islamic
Fundamentalist groups to stop using violence in general and more
specifically against women.
Efforts to expose and help find solutions to the crisis in Algeria
In an
need to be taken simultaneously by many groups.
increasingly interdependent world, we all carry some responsibility
for this tragic situation. To repeat the timely and relevant words of

one Algerian activist, "The world will look back at the 20th century
and will weep, not at the atrocities, but at the silence" (Bennoune:
1995 b). It is therefore time to break the silence; lend women an
ear and strengthen their voices.
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